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	NAME: Corot
	DESCRIPTION: The Corot, a very secretive species, are an ancient space-faring race native to Kalren III. Very few races realize they exist but many have legends or myths about them. Most species associate them with ‘ghosts’ & some literally call them the ‘Ghosts in the Shadows’. They consider themselves the watchers of the universe. They are experts of stealth & disguise, & their technology reflects that. They use technology to hide & watch. Their technology is highly advanced in the area of stealth & intelligence gathering. They protect their technology religiously. Their religion is based around the ‘Master Gods & the Gifts they left behind’. Their doctrine dictates ‘…the Gifts left by the Master Gods shall not be used for any other purpose other than to watch for their return…’ They see it as rightfully theirs, inherited from the gods, & only they have the right to use it. They fear the Master God’s retaliation for misusing it. Their Archon Infiltrators are trained to retrieve any lost technology by any means necessary. Names: A secret name & a given name.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13:  Watching for the return of the Master Gods.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Daring +1, Reason +1
	Text Field 8: Corot are somewhat reptilian humanoid in appearance, usually wearing cloaks. They are shorter than humans with constantly shifting colors in their skin. They have a mouth with many razor-sharp teeth & a series of short (2-4" long) bony spurs along their face, neck, chin & top of their heads. They have fiery-red eyes & strong wills with tempers to match. They have a species-only telepathy with a range of 40'. Lifespan: 120 yrs.
	TALENTS: Corot, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Cloak
	TALENT TEXT 1: Corot have more than just a chameleonic skin, they are able to extend a sound-dampening field around their body that bends light away (allowing them to wear clothes). You cannot be detected by normal senses. +3 Difficulty penalty, max. 5, to be detected by sensors or tricorders.
	TALENT NAME 2: Wall-Crawler Cyberware
	TALENT TEXT 2: Corot like to attack from above so they climb on the ceiling cloaked & drop down on their opponent. This technology allows you to be able to climb along surfaces like bulkhead walls & ceilings). It lowers the Difficulty for climbing by 4, min. 0. In addition, gain 1D20 to attack rolls.  
	TALENT NAME 3: Weapons
	TALENT TEXT 3: You have a tough hide that gives you a 1 to Resistance vs All.-Sonic Pulse Pistol [+3CD, Ranged, 1H, Non-lethal, Intense, Stun=1 rd/Effect); -Corot Force Stick (+2CD, Melee, Intense, Non-lethal, Stun=1rd/Effect). 
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